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Abstract

We present a new method for viewpoint independent
markerless gait analysis. The system uses a single cam-
era, does not require camera calibration and works with a
wide range of directions of walking. These properties make
the proposed method particularly suitable for identification
by gait, where the advantages of completely unobtrusive-
ness, remoteness and covertness of the biometric system
preclude the availability of camera information and use of
marker based technology. Tests on more than 200 video se-
quences with subjects walking freely along different walk-
ing directions have been performed. The obtained results
show that markerless gait analysis can be achieved without
any knowledge of internal or external camera parameters
and that the obtained data that can be used for gait biomet-
rics purposes. The performance of the proposed method is
particularly encouraging for its appliance in surveillance
scenarios.

1. Introduction
Gait biometrics, which concerns recognizing individu-

als by the way they walk, is a relatively new research field
where the advantages of a completely unobtrusive system
without any subject’s cooperation or contact for data acqui-
sition make it particularly attractive. There is a rich liter-
ature of various gait recognition techniques that can be di-
vided into 3D [3, 12] and 2D approaches [9, 18]. In the first
group, identification relies on parameters extracted from
the 3D body deformation during walking. These methods
use several digital cameras and the 3D reconstruction is
achieved after a camera calibration process. On the other
hand, the majority of 2D gait biometric approaches use a
single camera positioned perpendicular to the subject walk-
ing direction (sagittal plane). However, in real surveillance
scenarios, we need a system that operates in an uncon-
strained environment where maybe there is no information
regarding the single camera and where the subject walks
freely. 2D view independent gait identification is a recent
research area and the approaches found in literature extract

some gait parameters which are independent from the hu-
man pose by analysing the silhouette shape over time or aim
at synthetising the sagittal view of the human body from any
other arbitrary views [8, 11]. The latter choice is justified
by the fact that the lateral view has proven the recognition
capability in a great number of works [9, 15, 18]. However,
they need information on the camera parameters [11] or rely
on the use of reflective markers on the body [8].

The aim of this paper is to present a novel 2D marker-
less view independent gait analysis algorithm which does
not need camera calibration or pre-knowledge of subject
pose so that it can be used for gait identification in scenar-
ios where only a single remote camera view is available.
Human motion estimation literature is rich of different ap-
proaches, as detailed in [7, 13], and the methods oriented to
gait tracking are based on models [4, 17], optical flow [10],
non-linear regression of joint’s angles [2] or present off-line
training phases for generating shape models [16].
In our approach, information on the human silhouette and
on the human body anthropometric proportions [6] are used
for the estimation of the lower limbs’ pose in the image
reference system with low computational cost. After the
markeless motion estimation, the obtained angles’ trends
are corrected by the view point independent gait reconstruc-
tion algorithm proposed by the authors in [8], that allows to
reconstruct the limbs’ pose in the sagittal plane. This work
is part of a wider project where a reliable and robust sil-
houette extraction will be achieved in a completely uncon-
strained environment by analysing the images at different
wavelength from an hyperspectral video camera.

2. Theory

The proposed gait analysis is based on two consecutive
steps: a motion estimation method which extracts the limb’s
orientations with respect to the image reference system and
a view-point independent gait reconstruction algorithm that
normalises and corrects the limbs inclinations in the lateral
reference system [8].
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2.1. Markerless gait analysis

Let S(x, y, tϕ) be the RGB frame (of size RxC pixels)
at time T = [t1, t2, . . . , tϕ, . . . , tF ] where (x1, y1) is the top-
left corner of the image. We use a standard background sub-
traction algorithm for RGB images whilst the hyperspectral
version is not yet available. Therefore, the binary image
S(x, y, tϕ), containing the human silhouette in (xsil, ysil),
has been extracted as the object with maximum area. The
lower limbs pose estimation algorithm is based on the pro-
portions of the human body segments, following the medi-
cal results of anatomical studies [6]:

y′hip = min (ysil) + 0.5 · H
y′knee = min (ysil) + 0.75 · H
y′ankle = min (ysil) + 0.90 · H

(1)

where H is the silhouette’s height.
Subsequently, the shins and thighs have been analysed

separately. Let X̂ be the set of horizontal coordinates
where S(X̂, y′knee, t̂δ) = 1, then the subset of frames T̂ =
[̂t1, t̂2, . . . , t̂δ, . . . , t̂D≤F ] where the legs do not overlap are
those where X̂ forms 2 single connected components larger
than 0.02H pixels.
Consequently, for each frame t̂δ , the shin extraction algo-
rithm, based on the linear approximation of the skeleton of
the portion of image that includes the lower leg, is applied
on S(x, y, t̂δ). The sub-images containing the shins (labeled
as Sshin1 and Sshin2) are extracted from

Slower leg(x, y, t̂δ) =
{

S
(
x, ys, t̂δ

)
if ys ∈ yshin

0 otherwise
(2)

where the vertical coordinates belonging to the two shins
yshin = [y1, y2, . . . , ys, . . . , yS ] are defined in the following
way:

yshin =
[
y′knee, y

′
knee + 1, · · · ,min

(
y′ankle, yoverlap − 1

)]
(3)

which includes the possibility of feet overlapping with
yoverlap : vertical coordinate where the set of correspon-
dent horizontal coordinates xoverlap belong to a single object
larger than 0.02H pixels.
Therefore, the left and right shins skeletons are defined by
the pixels with coordinates{

xskel
shin`

(̂
tδ
)

= [x1`, x2`, . . . , xs`, . . . , xS`]
yskel

shin`

(̂
tδ
)

= yshin ` = {1, 2}
(4)

where

xs` =
C∑

j=1

xj · Sshin`
(
xj, ys, t̂δ

)
/

C∑
j=1

Sshin`
(
xj, ys, t̂δ

)
(5)

Then, the shins can be linearly approximated by the first
order polynomial with coefficients

p`
(
xskel

shin`, t̂δ
)

= p`0
(̂
tδ
)

+ p`1
(̂
tδ
)
· xskel

shin`

(̂
tδ
)

(6)

Therefore, the angle between the shins and the vertical
axis (called knee angle) at frame t̂δ is α`

(̂
tδ
)

= π −
arctan

[
p`1
(̂
tδ
)]

. The procedure is applied for each frame
in the subset T̂ = [̂t1, t̂2, . . . , t̂δ, . . . , t̂D].
In order to also be able to estimate α1 and α2 when the legs
overlap, the extracted shins are labeled as ’left’ and ’right’
according to the following rationale without losing general-
ities: the subject is walking for at least two gait cycles; in t1
the shin labeled as shin1 belongs to the right leg; the labels
swap after the legs overlap.
Subsequently, a 3rd order polynomial interpolation of α1

and α2 has been applied and the knees angles are achieved
during the whole video sequence. This choice has been de-
termined experimentally.

The upper legs orientation is extracted at every frame
T = [t1, t2, . . . , tϕ, . . . , tF ] with a coarse to fine hips estima-
tion procedure where at first, the hips position is achieved
with

x′hip` = 1
P ·

P∑
j=1

x̃j + (2`− 3) · H · µ · 10−3

y′hip` = y′hip · (2`− 3) ·
(

x̃P−x̃1
2

)
· sin (0.3 · µ)

(7)

where X̃ = [̃x1, x̃2, . . . , x̃j, . . . , x̃P] is the subset of P (P ≤
C) horizontal coordinates such as S(X̃, y

′

hip, ti) = 1.
Equations 7 puts in relationship the horizontal hips position
and the walking direction µ, calculated with respect to the
horizontal axes of the image reference system. These rela-
tionships have been obtained with a regressive analysis of
the 3D Georgia Tech motion capture data [1] by consider-
ing different camera positions.
The angle µ is estimated as the angle of inclination of the
straight line which approximates the heel strikes points with
coordinates:

(xstr, ystr) =
(
xfeet, yfeet

)
|
P∑

i=1

SK
(
xfeet, yfeet, ti

)
> τ (8)

where SK is the skeleton of the image as in [14], xfeet and
yfeet are the coordinates corresponding to the portions of sil-
houette belonging to the feet and the threshold τ is auto-
matically set so that at least 4 heels strikes are extracted (in
accordance with the hypothesis listed above).
Subsequently, a finer hips pose estimation is obtained with
a linear approximation of the thighs by the first order poly-
nomial with coefficients

q`0 (tϕ) =
ym

shin`·x
′
hip`−y′hip`·x

m
shin`

x′hip`+xm
shin`

q`1 (tϕ) = 1
2 ·
(

a′` +
y′hip`−q`0

x′hip`

) (9)

where ym
shin` = min (yshin) and xm

shin` is the mean value of
the correspondent horizontal coordinates. a

′

1 and a
′

2 are the



Figure 1. Markerless gait analysis: µ = 0o view with non-
overlapped (a) and overlapped (b) feet; µ = 20o view (c)

slope of the straight lines that approximate respectively the
left and right edges of the positions of silhouette belonging
to the thighs.
Therefore, the angle between the thighs and the vertical axis
at every frame tϕ is γ` (tϕ) = π − arctan [q`1 (tϕ)].
Ultimately, the thighs are labeled as ’left’ or ’right’in accor-
dance with the corresponding shin labeling. Figure 1 shows
the shins and thighs extraction procedure.

The angles α1, α2, γ1 and γ2 are then corrected by pro-
jecting the limbs trajectories on the lateral plane, as ex-
plained in the following paragraph.

2.2. View-point reconstruction

The method is based on four main assumptions: the na-
ture of human gait is cyclic; subjects walk along a straight
line; the distances between the bone joints are constant; and
the articulated leg motion is approximately planar. There-
fore, multiple periods of linear gait motion appear analo-
gous to a single period viewed from many cameras related
by linear translation and the positions of the legs joints lie
in an auto-epipolar configuration.
If j`i is the set of joints positions for each leg ` = {1, 2}
at the ith frame in the image reference system, the rela-
tionship between j`i and the corresponding positions in the
worldspace is j`i × Pi · J` = 0, where Pi =

[
RTe ,−ie0

]
and

RTe is the rotation matrix for aligning the epipolar vector e0

with the horizontal axis X. Then,

j`i = Pi

(
1 0
0 H−1

V

)(
1 0
0 HV

)
= H · J` (10)

having expressed the limb plane transformation matrix with
HV so that the two cross section plane lines are centred
and normalised respect to Y and Z axes and parallel with
Y. By assuming the lengths of the articulated limbs D2

` =
∆j`Ti ∆j`i are constant over all the frames, the pose dif-
ference vectors for the limb segments at two consecutive
frames, ∆j`i and ∆j`i+1, are related by

∆j`Ti ·HT ·H ·∆j`i = ∆j`Ti+1 ·HT ·H ·∆j`i+1 (11)

Figure 3. Limb’s pose estimation with bad background subtraction

After recovering the fronto-parallel structure of subject gait,
the representation of the leg joints function

[
J`x (t) , J`y (t)

]
is found by fitting a modified Fourier series to the data with
fixed fundamental frequency f0 and period T:

J`x (t) = vxt+
n∑

k=1

Ak cos
(

2πkf0

(
t +

(`− 1) T
2

)
+ φk

)
+J`x0

(12)
analogously for J`y (t). Thus, the projection of the leg joints
on the lateral plane is obtained with an optimized procedure
in the following way

J̆
`
(t) =

[
h1 h2 h3

]
g
(

t +
(`− 1) T

2
: f0,D`, vx, vy,F

)
(13)

where g (t) is the bilateral Fourier series function with coef-
ficients F and h are the values of the inverse normalization
transform matrix. Therefore, starting from a video sequence
from a single camera and without any calibration, the pro-
posed markerless system, in junction with [8], estimates the
gait parameters projected on the lateral plane.

3. Experimental tests
The proposed method has been tested on 3 subjects walk-

ing freely along a straight line in a 3x5m2 area. The video
sequences have been acquired with a non-calibrated digi-
tal camera, FLEA IEEE-1394 Digital Camera (Point Grey
Research) with 4mm lens, positioned in 6 different orienta-
tion respect to the walking line: 3 different azimuth, AZ,
(0o, 20o, 40o) and 2 different elevation, EL, (0o, 15o) an-
gles. Moreover different frame rates (from 5 fps to 30 fps)
and frame sizes (from 170x128 pixels to 1024x768 pixels)
have been considered.

3.1. Results

The new method has been applied to the video se-
quences, the limbs pose has been estimated frame by frame
and the hip and knee angles have been extracted for each
camera position and for each subject. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of the limbs pose estimation in the 6 directions. The
algorithm allows to estimate the limb’s pose and appears
particularly robust respect to noisy and broken silhouettes
(figure 3). A quantitative validation has been obtained in
a virtual environment (Poser 7 R©) with a humanoid walking
for one gait cycle. The results in estimating the leg’s angles,



Figure 2. Markerless joints extraction in the different view points

with a mean value of 2.63 ± 2.61 deg, are particularly en-
couraging and present same magnitude to the ones obtained
with 3D markerless systems and 2D complex model based
methods [2, 5].
Figure 4(a) shows the variations of γ and α during two gait
cycle for the six different camera positions in the real ex-
perimental tests. Predictably, the angles trends, extracted in
the image reference system, are influenced by the subject
pose respect to the camera and they cannot be used directly
for biometric identification. For this reason, the view point
correction algorithm is applied and the angle trends after the
correction are shown in figure 4(b). The slight variations be-
tween the resulting traces in figure 4(b) are consistent with
intra-subject variation between the video acquisitions.
In order to quantify the angles matching after the correc-
tion, two measures have been considered: the Mean Corre-

lation Coefficient (MCC) of the 3 subjects along the 6 dif-
ferent directions; the Root Mean Square Distance (RMS)
between the joints positions, estimated with the markerless
algorithm, and the projected ones, after the view point cor-
rection, as in [8]. Table 1 shows the variation of the MCCs
with respect to the camera AZ and EL. The results, with a
mean value of 0.919, are consistent with the value of MCC
obtained using reflective markers [8]. Therefore, the corre-
lation values obtained with the angles trends estimated with
the proposed method, appear particularly encouraging. The
MCC peaks, corresponding to AZ less of 20o and EL 0o,
confirm that the corrected angles are correlated with the lat-
eral angle trends. Conversely, the angles obtained with the
camera positioned with AZ equal to 40o present the lowest
values of MCCs, due to the almost frontal view of the sub-
ject walking. Anyway, these values are still closer to the



Figure 4. Hip (γ) and knee (α) angles in different camera positions (subject 1), unprocessed (a) and corrected (b)

AZ (deg) EL (deg) α MCC γ MCC RMS(%)
0 0 0.974 0.972 0.995
0 15 0.975 0.970 1.242

20 0 0.982 0.960 1.441
20 15 0.977 0.968 0.799
40 0 0.959 0.927 2.669
40 15 0.960 0.941 1.754

Table 1. MCC and RMS with respect to the camera positions

mean value and greater than 0.9, so they can be considered
acceptable. The mean RMS error for the 3 subjects is 1.4%
of the image resolution. Encouraginlgy, this result is only
slightly higher than the one obtained with reflective mark-
ers by [8] and it suggests that the RMS can be considered
correlated with the error of the markerless joints extraction.

The video sequences spatial and temporal characteristics
have been modified in order to test the performance of the
proposed method under different video setups. Firstly, the
sensitivity of the method with respect to the image resolu-
tion has been evaluated. The frame size has been scaled-
down with a factor F = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] that corresponds
to to the mean leg’s length, MLL, varying from 225 to 38
pixels. The markerless algorithm has been applied to the re-
duced video sequences and the estimated angle trends have
been compared with respect to the ones obtained from the
full resolution videos. Table 2 shows how much the mean
angles trends, expressed in terms of mean value (me) and
standard deviation (σe), differ from those extracted with full
resolution and that about 70 pixels can be considered as the

F MLL me σe MCC RMS(%)
1 225 0 0 0.919 1.154
2 112 0.789 2.39 0.917 1.289
3 75 0.945 2.645 0.896 2.681
4 56 2.320 7.809 - -
5 45 2.485 6.941 - -
6 38 3.148 8.342 - -

Table 2. me, σe, MCC and RMS respect to image resolution

Figure 5. MCC and RMS with respect to camera frame rate

lower MLL spatial limit so that the extracted angles can be
considered plausible. For this reasons table 2 also shows
the mean MCC and RMS values calculated only for the first
three image resolutions. It is notable how the image reso-
lution remarkably influences both the mean MCC and RMS
and how, on the other hand, the mean MCC remains higher
than 0.8.

Furthermore, the sensitivity of the proposed method to



Figure 6. Cluster analysis on 3 subjects

camera frame rate has been evaluated and the mean MCC
and RMS (figure 5) show that a frame rate greater that 15 fps
can be considered acceptable for gait identification purpose.

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
approach in a biometric context and that the view-point re-
construction algorithm does not remove the inter-subject
gait characterization, a cluster analysis on the PCA of the
spectral characteristics of the angles has been achieved. Fig-
ure 6 shows the first and the second components and even if
the number of subjects does not allow an analysis of CCR.
The clustering appears particularly encouraging for future
tests on a larger database and suggests that individuality is
reached.

4. Conclusions

The remote and covert nature of gait as a biometric has
continued the interest in this field. However, most ap-
proaches to date limit their application to the fronto-parallel
plane, or use camera calibration or even require the use of
reflective markers attached to the subject. Considering real
scenarios, a system which does not use markers and which
estimates the the gait parameters without relying on the
subjects pose or on camera calibration is required. There-
fore, this paper has introduced a novel method for a view-
independent markerless gait analysis based on the anthropo-
metric proportions of human limbs and the characteristics
of the gait task. Experimental tests have been conducted on
over 200 video sequences 3 subjects viewed at 6 different
camera inclinations. Different spatial resolutions and frame
rates have been considered and demonstrated the robustness
of the method. The results are consistent with those ob-
tained with reflective markers and then particularly encour-
aging for application in real scenarios. Further, we confirm
intuition in that the most discriminative camera view in-
cludes shoulders, torso and legs in contrast the the plethora
of studies which concentrate on images where the plane
of the camera view is normal to the direction of walking.
As such, our new approach is completely viewpoint invari-
ant, though discriminability reduces as the camera moves to
view a subject walking from the front.
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